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PROVIT-CI: A Classroom-Oriented Educational Program
Visualization Tool∗

Yu YAN†a), Kohei HARA††, Takenobu KAZUMA†, Yasuhiro HISADA†, Nonmembers, and Aiguo HE†, Member

SUMMARY Studies have shown that program visualization(PV) is ef-
fective for student programming exercise or self-study support. However,
very few instructors actively use PV tools for programming lectures. This
article discussed the impediments the instructors meet during combining
PV tools into lecture classrooms and proposed a C programming class-
room instruction support tool based on program visualization — PROVIT-
CI (PROgram VIsualization Tool for Classroom Instruction). PROVIT-CI
has been consecutively and actively used by the instructors in author’s uni-
versity to enhance their lectures since 2015. The evaluation of application
results in an introductory C programming course shows that PROVIT-CI is
effective and helpful for instructors classroom use.
key words: program visualization(PV), educational PV tool, introductory
programming education, C language, classroom instruction

1. Introduction

Program Visualization (PV) is useful to illustrate informa-
tion inside computer programs during their runtime dynam-
ically or statically [1]. It is widely used in visual debugger
of Integrated Development Environment(IDE) [2]. On the
other hand, studies have shown that PV can also improve
beginner’s understanding of computer program [3], [4]. A
lot of educational PV tools have been proposed to sup-
port computer programming learning. For example, Je-
liot3, for full or semi-automatic visualization of Java pro-
grams [5], [6], has been used in distance education [7],
collaborative learning [8] and student programming exer-
cise [9]; VILLE, for visualization of Java and pseudo-code
programs, was used in lab session [10]; VIP is a profitable
visualization tool for students to learn introductory C++
programming [11]; UUhistle, for introductory Python pro-
gramming learning, can show program execution proceeds
and explore students’ mistakes by “visual program simu-
lation exercises”[12], [13]; On-line Python Tutor, a web-
based program visualization tool with digital textbooks and
example programs works on all modern web browsers for
students in exercise sessions or self-study [14]; The Teach-
ing Machine(TM) [15], [16] can visualize C++ and Java
program; A useful PV tool was proposed to promote stu-
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dents’understanding of data processing algorithms [17].
In many universities like author’s university, a com-

puter programming course consists of lectures and exer-
cises. The exercise is performed in an exercise classroom
where each student uses a computer for self-study and the
instructor mainly deals with the questions from the students.
On the other hand, the lecture is performed in a lecture class-
room equipped with an instructor computer and a wall-size
projection screen for showing the desktop of the computer.
In the lecture classroom, students share the teaching materi-
als including example program source codes by the projec-
tion screen and are not requested to use their own computers.
However, IDEs and above educational PV tools have only
been used to support students in exercise or self-study and
there is no research showing that instructors, who play the
most important role in programming education, actively in-
tegrated those tools into their lecture classroom instruction.

There are impediments that lead to instructors’ dissat-
isfaction when they try bringing those tools into such lecture
classrooms:

• Those tools are designed for students to use in an ex-
ercise classroom or for self-study. It is difficult for in-
structors to show the execution of example programs
on the projection screen in the lecture classroom by
using them. For example, it takes additional time for
the instructors to load, type or paste example program
source codes into those tools; the layout of their graphi-
cal user interface and the visibility of their visualization
results are mainly for personal use and not suitable to
be shown on the projection screen;
• In some PV tools such as VILLE and the tool of lit-

erature [17], the instructors can control and customize
the visualization of the target example program for en-
hancing students’understanding of the program or the
algorithm. However, those tools require additional in-
formation such as “role information of variables”[18]
or “visualization policy” for the program. Therefore,
if those tools are applied to the lecture classroom, the
following problems will occur: the instructors need to
spend additional working time to define those informa-
tion for the program and it is not easy to show a varia-
tion of the program by instantaneously editing it.

In order to apply educational PV tools to enhancing in-
structions in the lecture classrooms, it is necessary to im-
prove those tools being classroom-oriented. Here, class-
room means the lecture classroom described above and
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classroom-oriented PV tool should have following features:

• It is easy for instructor to use in the classroom;
• It only adds minimum work to instructor to use it;
• It does not show any unnecessary information on the

projection screen in the classroom;
• It offers visualization results with high enough visibil-

ity in the classroom to students;
• It does not require any change in the appearance of

original example program source codes and teaching
materials.

This article proposes a classroom-oriented PV tool–
PROVIT-CI(PROVIT for Classroom Instruction). The core
of it is PROVIT(PROgram VIsulization Tool), an ed-
ucational PV tool developed in author’s university [20].
PROVIT-CI has been experimentally used in a regular in-
troductory C programming course in author’s university and
its usefulness has been confirmed by the experimental appli-
cation.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows:
Sect. 2 reviews PROVIT; Sect. 3 describes PROVIT-CI in
details; Sect. 4 states an implementation of PROVIT-CI;
Sect. 5 describes the experimental application of PROVIT-
CI and discusses the evaluation results.

2. PROVIT

PROVIT is aimed at visualizing the processing of C program
execution to improve beginner’s understanding. It is devel-
oped by Java technology, thus, supported by multiple kinds
of operating system. It includes a C virtual machine [21], a
program code editor and Run Viewer for user to write, run
and check their C programs. Figure 1 shows Run Viewer of
PROVIT. It has a Code View, an Image View and a Console
View.

Run Viewer offers following basic functions for the
user to check his program:

• One step execution by clicking “Forward” button;
• Back to previous step by clicking “Backward” button;

Fig. 1 Run Viewer of PROVIT

• Continuative execution to breakpoint or the end of the
program by clicking “Go” button;
• Execution from the beginning of the program by click-

ing “Restart” button.

Following above functions, Code View displays the
source code of the program as follows:

• Indicate all steps that have been executed with light
blue color underlines for the user to trace the runtime
execution of the program;
• Indicate the step that will be executed in next one step

execution with a red color underline;
• Set or clear a breakpoint by clicking on any step of the

source code and the breakpoints are indicated by light
green rectangles.

Image View visualizes current status of the running C
program by graphically showing following information:

• Variable data type, variable name and its current value;
• Function name.

Console View simulates the console of the computer,
showing standard input and output of the program.

Although PROVIT has many useful visualization func-
tionalities, we found the following problems when PROVIT
was used in a regular programming course for the first year
students in author’s university:

• In this course, basic concepts about array data structure
such as dimension, size and zero-based indexing are
taught and then, students learn applications of large-
size 2-dimensional array. However, many students had
difficulty understanding them.
• In many example programs used in this course, return

values are directly referenced in expressions like:

if(scanf("%d", &a) != 1){

(do something)

}

However, in order to show a return value by using
PROVIT, the source code needs additional variable and
assignment statement such as:

int v = scanf("%d", &a);

if(v != 1){

(do something)

}

Therefore, the instructors have to change those exam-
ple programs when they want to use PROVIT.

3. PROVIT for Classroom Instruction (PROVIT-CI)

PROVIT-CI is an extension of PROVIT for instructors to use
in the lecture classroom described in Sect. 1 for teaching ba-
sic programming concepts and techniques. In order to solve
the problems of PROVIT mentioned in Sect. 2 and promote
students’ understanding during the lecture, PROVIT-CI has
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been enhanced as follows:

• In Run Viewer, a big virtual cursor is added to replace
the usual mouse cursor for student to easily trace the
elements which are being instructed on the views;
• In Code View, the red color underline is replaced by a

blinking red color underline;
• In Image View, variable’s role is shown by different

color: variable(s) which will be referenced at next one
step execution are marked by blue color background
and variable which will be changed at next one step
execution is marked by red color background. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of variable visualization. Here,
step “i < y size” in line 58 of the program will be ex-
ecuted at next one step execution and variables “i” and
“y size” with blue color background will be referenced
in that execution;
• Information of completely executed functions is dis-

played in Image View if the return value of the function
will be referenced by other step. Figure 2 also shows
an example of function visualization. Here, “scanf()”
was repeatedly called at line 45 of the program and its
return value was referenced. The last 4 results of func-
tion call including the type of the return value were dis-
played;
• Array Viewer for visualization of array variable was

added. It can display the value in each element of
the array or show all the values in the array as a
monochrome image since in introductory program-
ming course array is usually used to process simple
image data. As shown in Fig. 2, the example program
which is taught to the first year students in author’s uni-
versity loads a monochrome image into the first array
and saves its inversion to the second array. Here, the
left Array Viewer shows the values in part elements of
the first array and the right one shows the whole data in
the second array as a monochrome image;
• All of three views of Run Viewer support zoom in or

zoom out operation to show the details of visualization
elements.

In order to save class time, PROIVT-CI is also designed
to provide convenient and easy operation for the lecture
classroom use, as follows:

Fig. 2 Run Viewer of PROVIT-CI

• PROVIT-CI supports standard input redirection. The
instructor can set text data or a path of a text file on
Console View for the example program being visual-
ized by PROVIT. Figure 2 shows an example of us-
ing standard input redirection where the program loads
image data by standard input from a text formate file
instead of keyboard and the content of the file is also
shown in Console View;
• PROVIT-CI offers two kinds of web service to the in-

structors: (1) Instructor can upload his example pro-
gram source codes and input data that they want to
use in the classroom to the web server of PROVIT-
CI before the lecture; (2) For each example program,
PROVIT-CI gives an PROVIT URL. When instructor
accesses to the URL from a web browser, PROVIT will
be launched directly showing its Run Viewer with the
example program in its Code View and the input data in
its Console View. The URL can be embedded in Pow-
erPoint slide or PDF file of teaching materials. There-
fore, instructor can quickly start PROVIT by the URL
embedded in on showing material.
• All operations of Run Viewer can be done not only by

pointing devices but also keyboard accelerators.

4. Implementation

PROVIT-CI is composed of a web server and PROVIT
URLs as client interface. On the client side, PROVIT is
launched by Java Web Start technology [22]. In the web
server, the body of PROVIT, C example programs, input
data needed for the C programs to read by standard input
function are placed. Each PROVIT URL corresponds to a
HTML file. An example of the HTML file is showed as
Listing 1.

Listing 1 Code example of PROVIT URL

<html><head>
< s c r i p t s r c=” . / web− f i l e s / d t j a v a . j s ”>
< / s c r i p t>< s c r i p t>
f u n c t i o n launchPROVIT ( j n l p f i l e ) {

d t j a v a . l a u n c h ( {
u r l : ’ . / p r o v i t . j n l p ’ ,
params : {

s t a r t M o d e : ”run” ,
windowMode : ”modal” ,
sourceCode : ”programFileName” ,
i n p u t D a t a : ” inpu tDa taF i l eName ”

} ,
j n l p c o n t e n t : ’ ’
} ,
{

j a v a f x : ’8 .0+ ’
}

) ;
r e t u r n f a l s e ;

}
d t j a v a . ad dOn lo adC a l lba ck ( launchPROVIT ) ;
< / s c r i p t>
< / head>< / html>
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Fig. 3 A list of PROVIT URL [24]

The meanings of key elements in the HTML file are as fol-
lows:

• “./web-files/dtjava.js” and “./provit.jnlp” are automati-
cally generated by NetBeans [23] to start PROVIT as a
JavaFX application;
• Parameter “startMode” with value “run” controls

PROVIT to directly load the example program and the
input data showing them by Run Viewer;
• Parameter “windowMode” with value “modal” con-

trols PROVIT to show its window on the top of the
client computer screen and ready to be used by the in-
structor;
• “programFileName” indicates the source code file path

name of the example program;
• “inputDataFileName” indicates the path name of text

data file for the program to read as standard input.

Figure 3 shows an example of PROVIT URL list loaded in
a web browser. This list includes the PROVIT URLs for all
example programs used for a first-year programming course
in author’s university and for each program, there is follow-
ing information:

• Lecture Number;
• Lecture Description;
• Title of example program embedded with a hyperlink

to its PROVIT URL;
• Teaching material information corresponded to the pro-

gram.

5. Evaluation on Experimental Application

Since 2015, as an experimental application, PROVIT-CI has
been introduced to the classroom of a regular course, “Intro-
duction of Programming” in author’s university. This course
is given to 240 first-year students by 3 instructors from April
to July for 16 weeks every year. Each week has a 90 minutes
lecture teaching C language and computer programming.
Table 1 shows the main topics and basic concepts taught in

Table 1 Course distribution

Lec.# Topics and Concepts
1 Introduction, “Hello world”
2 Variable, I/O, Assignment, Arithmetic operations(a)
3 Variable, I/O, Assignment, Arithmetic operations(b)
4 If statement & Switch-case statement
5 While statement
6 For statement
7 1-Dimensional Array
8 Special Lecture by invited instructor
9 Midterm Exam

10 Program structure & Flowchart
11 2-Dimensional Array
12 Input redirection & Pipe; Image-Processing
13 Function(a)
14 Function(b)
15 Coding style
16 Final Exam

each week of the course. The teaching materials are made
by Microsoft PowerPoint.

Before the experiment, the following preparation was
done:

• All example program source codes that would be used
by the instructors in their lectures and input data for the
standard input of example programs were uploaded on
PROVIT-CI server;
• For each slide including an example program, a hyper

link of PROVIT URL corresponding to the program
was embedded for instructors to easily run the program
by PROVIT;
• Since the user interface of PROVIT is very simple,

there is no any instruction document about it being of-
fered to the instructors. Only a short explanatory meet-
ing about PROVIT’s operation was held for them.

The instructors were not forced to use PROVIT-CI.
Therefore, during the lectures, the instructors could show
their PowerPoint slides and explain the example program
source code on the slide as usual. When the instructor
wanted to run the program instantly and trace its execution
step by step, he only needed to click the hyper link em-
bedded on the slide to start PROVIT-CI which shows a full
screen window that overlays on the slide. After the explana-
tion was finished, the instructor could close PROVIT-CI and
show the original slide again.

Figure 4 shows an example of teaching material by
which the instructor showed the source code, compile com-
mand and execution result of an example program. Fig-
ure 5 shows the sight of a classroom where the instructor had
launched PROVIT-CI to explain the runtime behavior of the
same example program in Fig. 4. Unlike existing IDEs and
educational PV tools, PROVIT-CI can display the source
code and visualization results by high enough visibility to
the students.

During the experiment in 2015 and 2016, PROVIT-CI
was not used in several lectures because of following rea-
sons:

• Lecture 8,9,10,15 and 16 were not for teaching new
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Fig. 4 Example of teaching material(PowerPoint slide)

Fig. 5 PROVIT-CI used in a lecture classroom

contents that need to be explained by example pro-
grams;
• Some instructors could not access PROVIT server due

to network problems in their computer used in the lec-
tures;
• There is a preparatory work error of embedding

PROVIT URL into PowerPoint slides.

Instructor’s operations of PROVIT-CI were recorded as
log data during the experimental application and an evalua-
tion from the students about the effectiveness of PROVIT-CI
by a questionnaire was encouraged in 2016.

5.1 Functions Used in Each Lecture

Table 2 is one analysis result of instructor’s operation log
data: the situation that the instructors used PROVIT-CI’s
functions for teaching each lecture in 2015 and 2016. The
topics taught in each lecture are shown in Table 1 and the
functions are listed in Table 3. Here, the value in each cell
is the total number of times that the corresponding function
has been used at the corresponding lecture in 2015 and 2016.

From Table 2, the following turned out:

• The mostly used function was “To next step” for trac-
ing program execution. “Go”, “Restart” and “Set/Clear

Table 2 Frequency of use of PROVIT-CI’s function

Lec.#
Functions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1
2 84 2 1 1 7
3 81 1 6
4 5
5 168 2 2 4
6 467 2 24 4 5 3
7 562 4 3 2 19 6 8 1
11 831 2 4 1 25 8 2
12 307 78 1 8 21 8
13 155 1 6
14 166 1 3

Table 3 Main Functions of PROVIT-CI

No. Function
1 To next step(one step execution)
2 Back to previous step
3 Go(Continuative execution to breakpoint or

the end of program)
4 Restart(Execution from the beginning of the program)
5 Set/Clear break point
6 Array Viewer
7 Standard input redirection
8 Source code edit
9 Source code file load

break point” were also frequently used. Especially
“Go” was more frequently used in lecture 6 and lec-
ture 12 for teaching loop statements and applications of
large size array. Those functions can shorten the time
in explaining example programs;
• “Array Viewer” and “Standard input redirection” were

actively used in particular lectures for showing the de-
tails and the overview of array variables and automati-
cally reading data from standard input to an array vari-
able. Especially in Lecture 12 that all example pro-
grams use large size array variables, it is difficult for
the instructors to run those programs and show the re-
sults effectively during the lecture without PROVIT-CI;
• “Source code edit” was often used in the lecture class-

rooms. This function is important in lecture classrooms
for the instructors to easily and instantly show a vari-
ation of example program or make a correction of the
program;
• “Back to previous step” was expected to be used to re-

peatedly and easily show the change in variable’s value
caused by the execution of program. However, it was
used in only two lectures. That means this function is
not necessary in the classroom.

5.2 Accumulated Use Time

Table 4 and Table 5 show another analysis result of in-
structor’s operation log data: the time that instructors used
PROVIT-CI for each lecture in 2015 and 2016. Here, time
of “During Lecture” is the total time the instructors used
PROVIT-CI during a lecture; time of “Before Lecture” is
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the total time the instructors used PROVIT-CI for checking
example programs, getting familiar with PROVIT-CI on the
day before the day when the corresponding lecture was per-
formed. The used time was counted only when PROVIT-
CI’s window was on the top of instructor’s computer dis-
play. In each cell of the tables, the total time in minutes
that PROVIT-CI was used and the number of instructor who
used PROVIT-CI for the corresponding lecture are shown.

From Table 4 and Table 5, the following can be under-
stood.

• PROVIT-CI was actively used in all the lectures in
which the instructors were able to use it. The first sev-
eral lectures were mainly for introducing basic con-
cepts and only one short example program was ex-
plained by using PROVIT-CI in each lecture. For show-
ing the execution of a short program by PROVIT-CI, 1
or 2 minutes was enough. In the other lectures, com-
plicated programs were introduced and repeatedly exe-
cuted thus PROVIT-CI was used longer in each lecture;
• The time of “Before Lecture” can be thought as

the only additional burden for the instructors to use
PROVIT-CI. This time was not so much, the average
of it was only 8.8 minutes. Moreover, in 2016, the
time spent before each lecture had been completely de-
creased.

5.3 Evaluation by Students

To confirm the usefulness of PROVIT-CI, a questionnaire

Table 4 Accumulated use time(in minutes) in 2015

Lec.#
Use time/Number of instructors

During Lecture Before Lecture
1
2 8.2/1 7.8/1
3 6.7/1 4.0/1
4 12.9/1
5 16.3/2 33.1/1
6 13.3/2 16.5/2
7 15.4/2 15.1/2

11 14.0/1 9.6/2
12 15.1/2 14.7/2
13 1.8/1 9.0/1
14 9.1/2 14.5/2

Table 5 Accumulated time(in minutes) in 2016

Lec.#
Use time/Number of instructors

During Lecture Before Lecture
1 5.7/2
2 2.3/1 2.8/2
3 1.7/1
4 1.9/1 4.9/1
5 2.7/1
6 27.9/3 5.9/1
7 19.0/2 4.2/1

11 19.9/2 1.5/1
12 8.3/2 1.0/1
13 12.3/2 1.0/1
14

asking whether PROVIT-CI has been or will be helpful for
understanding the example programs showed in each lecture
was given to all the students at the last lecture of the second
year(2016). Figure 6 presents the statistical results of the an-
swer. The numbers on the horizontal axis correspond to the
lecture number in Table 1. The answers according to lecture
2 and 3 are summarized together since the two lectures have
same topics and concepts. The same way for lecture 13 and
14. “A” means that the answerer thought PROVIT-CI was
or would be very helpful and “E” means that the answerer
thought PROVIT-CI was not or would not be helpful at all.

From Fig. 6, the followings can be understood:

• PROVIT-CI was highly accepted by the students. For
most of the lectures, more than 75% of students an-
swered that PROVIT-CI is helpful for improving the
understanding of the lecture;
• PROVIT-CI solved the problems of PROVIT described

in Sect. 2 by introducing new Array Viewer and visual-
ization of return value. Array Viewer can automatically
deal with the number of dimensions and the size of the
array. And it can easily show the relations between
the whole array and any particular element of the ar-
ray by simple operations. Visualization of return val-
ues helps the instructors to easily explain how to simply
make use of the return values without using additional
variables and assignment statements. Figure 6 shows
that PROVIT-CI was very useful for teaching array (in
lecture 7 and 11) and function (in lecture 13 and 14).
Thus, these new functionalities contribute to promoting
students’ understanding in lecture classrooms;
• In lecture 1 and lecture 5, PROVIT-CI was not used.

However, there were more than 65% of students
thought it could be helpful in these lectures if it was
used;
• PROVIT-CI used in lecture 12 got a lower evaluation

than in other lectures, less than 65% of students thought
it is helpful. In this lecture, all example programs were,
as applications of array variable, implementations of

Fig. 6 Evaluation result of PROVIT-CI by students
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monochrome image processing and PROVIT-CI’s Ar-
ray Viewer played an important role for the explanation
of those programs. The reason of the lower evaluation
is that the content of this lecture, based on the curricu-
lum, was originally designed without consideration of
using PROVIT-CI and the instructors, for the first time,
need to spend a lot of time to teach how to feed im-
age data to the programs by standard input redirection
and feed the output of the programs to an image viewer
tool by output redirection. And PROVIT-CI is not for
teaching those techniques.

5.4 Evaluation by Instructors

Instructors of this course confirmed that PROVIT-CI is ef-
fective to promote student’s understanding of the example
programs shown at lectures. According to the feedback from
the instructors, the following features of PROVIT-CI were
highly evaluated:

• Quickly start by PROVIT URL;
• Big virtual cursor;
• Operating by keyboard accelerators;
• Easy standard input redirection;
• Array Viewer.

The instructors also confirmed that PROVIT-CI requires no
additional information for the visualization of the example
programs.

Furthermore, the instructors declared that they will
continue to use PROVIT-CI in this course in the future and
that they hoped PROVIT-CI can be used in further courses
teaching more concepts such as pointer and structure.

5.5 Limitations and Ongoing Work

Although PROVIT-CI was not used in some lectures by any
instructor as shown in Table 5, Fig. 6 shows that students
considered that PROVIT-CI is useful for all lectures. There-
fore, it is necessary to consider using PV tools for more lec-
tures in classroom.

As shown in Table 4 and Table 5, PROVIT-CI could not
be used in not a few lectures. The main reason was that the
instructors could not connect their mobile computer to the
internet at classroom. Therefore, as a classroom-oriented
PV tool, only offering on-line service is not enough, service
for off-line use is also necessary.

At present, we are planning to add custom-made vi-
sualizations for more C language concepts such as pointer,
structure so that PROVIT-CI can be useful in more advanced
C courses. We are also considering services for the instruc-
tors to use PROVIT-CI at lectures without network environ-
ment and for the instructors out of author’s university to use
PROVIT-CI for their own lectures.

6. Conclusion

This study proposes a classroom-oriented educational pro-

gram visualization tool, PROVIT-CI, with several delicate
designs in its GUI and function for improving student under-
standing, offering more convenience and saving class time.
Three instructors in author’s university have actively used
PROVIT-CI to help them teach programming in the lecture
classrooms for two years. The results of the experimen-
tal application show that PROVIT-CI can effectively solve
the problems in trying to use existing PV tools to help lec-
ture classroom instruction. Though PROVIT-CI is only for
teaching programming by C language, the approach pro-
posed and the results achieved in this study are applicable
to other computer languages.
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